Factorial Designs as a Tool for Fuzzy Sensitivity Analysis Problems
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Abstract: - The paper is concentrated on the interval sensitivity analysis which can be useful for model-building, and can be a profitable tool of deeper understanding complex physical processes. The method presented has a known number of combinations of endpoints necessary for computation. Sensitivity indices enable the identification both of main effects and higher order interactions effects in such types of problems in which the uncertainty of input and output parameters is expressed by intervals. The presented strategy of calculation of sensitivity indices is an appropriate completion of such types of computation technologies which are tolerant of imprecision, uncertainty, partial truth, and approximation.
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1 Introduction

In the hitherto literature, the global sensitivity analysis of model outputs has been solved within the framework of probabilistic methods of modelling of uncertainties [1, 2]. In the situations when uncertain parameters of model outputs have other than probabilistic descriptions of uncertainties (including interval analysis, convex function modeling and fuzzy variables), alternative frameworks for the uncertainty become relevant, see, e.g., [3-6]. For the evaluation of global sensitivity analysis, alternative solutions for the uncertainty analysis require the finding of alternative approaches.

One of basic alternative approaches to mathematical description, and analysis of limit states of building structures is based on fuzzy sets [7]. Fuzzy numbers represent the appropriate alternative of random quantities, in particular for computation models of serviceability limit states. The fuzzy analysis can be an alternative of statistical analysis, in particular as far as the parameters of the structure are concerned the limit values of which are determined by a human in a subjective manner. The fuzzy analysis methods are known [8, 9], but their adaptability to analysis of serviceability limit states of building structures [10, 11] is low.

The problems in which mathematical methods describing stochastic and epistemic uncertainties are combined are still more complicated [12]. Computer simulations of influence of both uncertainty types on model outputs are justified for reliability analyses. Numerous new problems are to be solved, when it is necessary to quantify the influences of inputs on model outputs. The sensitivity measurements of combined uncertainties require the introduction of various measures of model weights in the context of input and output random quantities which are combined with fuzzy numbers [3]. The research work and modelling of combined uncertainties lead to precision of more and more sophisticated reliability analyses, and of their methods of sensitivity analyses which form their part, as well [13-18].

The presented paper describes the global sensitivity interval analysis which can be applied to within the framework of the analysis of fuzzy uncertainties.

2 Fuzzy Sets

In mathematics, fuzzy sets are sets the elements of which have degrees of membership [7]. The definition of a fuzzy variable \( \bar{x} \) is an uncertain subset of the fundamental set \( X \) [7].

\[
\bar{x} = \{x, \mu_\bar{x}(x) | x \in X \}
\]  

A normalized membership function \( \mu_\bar{x}(x) \) is defined as

\[
0 \leq \mu_\bar{x}(x) \leq 1 \quad \forall x \in \mathbb{R}
\]

\[
\exists x_i, x_2 \text{ with } \mu_\bar{x}(x) = 1 \quad \forall x \in [x_i; x_2]
\]
A fuzzy variable $\tilde{x}$ is said to be convex if its membership function $\mu_{x}(x)$ monotonously decreases on both sides of the maximum value, i.e.,

$$\mu_{x}(x) \geq \min(\mu_{x}(x_{j}), \mu_{x}(x_{M})) \quad \forall x_{j}, x_{M} \in \mathbb{R}$$

with $x_{j} \leq x_{M} \leq x_{M}$ (4)

Membership functions may be either continuous or discrete. Continuous membership functions are common in engineering applications. From all $\alpha \in (0, 1]$ closed finite intervals $[\tilde{x}_{j}, \tilde{x}]$ may be extracted from a convex fuzzy variable $\tilde{x}$, where

$$\tilde{x} = \min[x \in \mathbb{R}] \mu_{x}(x) \geq \alpha$$

(5)

and

$$\tilde{x} = \max[x \in \mathbb{R}] \mu_{x}(x) \geq \alpha$$

(6)

The intervals $[\tilde{x}_{j}, \tilde{x}]$ are referred to as $\alpha$-cut sets $X_{\alpha}$. In practical applications, a finite number of $\alpha$-cut sets $X_{\alpha}$ are used, where $j = 0, 1, 2, ..., m$ and $0 \leq \alpha_{j} \leq \alpha_{j+1} \leq 1$. If $j=0$, then the interval defined by the cut $\alpha_{0} = 0$ is referred to as the support.

### 3 General Extension Principle

Zadeh's general extension principle is one of the most important tools in the theory of fuzzy sets. The general extension principle enables the transformation of an arbitrary operation in the classical set into an operation in the fuzzy sets. The general extension principle makes it possible to apply operations and functions originally defined as functions of real variables, to fuzzy sets. The general extension principle is an alternative mathematical basis for the mapping $\tilde{y} = f(\tilde{x}_{1}, \tilde{x}_{2}, ...)$ of fuzzy variables $\tilde{x}_{1}, \tilde{x}_{2}, ...$ onto $\tilde{y}$. The fuzzy resulting variable $\tilde{y} = f(\tilde{x}, \tilde{x}_{2}, ...) \)obtained according to the general extension principle is

$$\tilde{y} = \{y \mu_{y}(y) \} \quad y = f(x_{1}, x_{2}, ...), \quad y \in Y: \{x_{1}, x_{2}, ... \} \in X_{1} \times X_{2} \times ...$$

(7)

for sets $X_{1}, X_{2}, ..., Y$ and the membership function $\mu_{y}(y)$. The fuzzy outputs variable $\tilde{y}$ can be evaluated using the general extension principle and the so-called $\alpha$-cuts, which unequivocally characterize each fuzzy set.

### 4 Fuzzy Sensitivity Analysis

The sensitivity analysis studies the effect of input variables on the output variable. If the input and output variables are fuzzy numbers then the interval arithmetic performed on individual $\alpha$-cuts may also be used to perform the sensitivity analysis. The $\alpha$-cut of variable $\tilde{y}$, for $i=1, 2, ..., n$, is characterized by the interval $[\tilde{x}_{i}, \tilde{x}]$. Fuzzy sensitivity analysis can be performed with the aim to estimate the effect of the size of the endpoints of interval $[\tilde{x}_{i}, \tilde{x}]$ of input fuzzy variable $\tilde{x}_{i}$ on the response $\tilde{y}$. The effect of each interval $[\tilde{x}_{i}, \tilde{x}]$ on interval $[\tilde{y}, \tilde{y}]$ can be evaluated using so-called factorial designs [19]. Each input interval $[\tilde{x}_{i}, \tilde{x}]$ can be assumed to take two possible values, called 'levels' (lower and upper endpoints of the interval), which are denoted as $\tilde{x}_{i}^{-}$ or $\tilde{x}_{i}^{+}$. The sensitivity analysis simulates all possible combinations of lower $\tilde{x}$ and upper $\tilde{x}$ endpoints of intervals on the $\alpha$-cut. The computational cost is $2^{n}$ runs. Let us consider three fuzzy variables $\tilde{x}_{1}, \tilde{x}_{2}, \tilde{x}_{3}$ and $\alpha$-cut, which defines three intervals $[\tilde{x}_{i}, \tilde{x}]$. There exist $k=2^{3}=8$ combinations of all endpoints of input intervals. We denote the outcome of the i-th combination as $\tilde{y}_{j}$, with $j=1, ..., k$. The design matrix determines the $k=8$ endpoint combinations, see Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: A $2^{3}$ output combinations.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Run $j$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x_{1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x_{2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x_{3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x_{1}^{-}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x_{2}^{-}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x_{3}^{-}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x_{1}^{-}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x_{2}^{-}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x_{3}^{-}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tilde{y}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The design matrix listed in Table 1 is used to calculate the main and interactions effects. The difference in output values $y_1$ and $y_2$, e.g., arises solely from variations on the level of variable $x_j$, whereas the other two variables $x_2$, $x_3$ are kept the same. Four individual measures exist for $x_j$. The main effect of a variable is defined as the average effect of that variable over all conditions of other factors. The main effect $C_j$ of $x_j$, e.g., is calculated as the average of four individual measures. Main effects $C_2$ and $C_3$ are determined analogously.

\[
C_j = \frac{1}{4} (y_{1-1}y_{1-2}y_{1-3} + y_{2-1}y_{2-2}y_{2-3} + y_{3-1}y_{3-2}y_{3-3} + y_{4-1}y_{4-2}y_{4-3})
\]

The interaction between $x_1$ and $x_2$ is evaluated by coefficient $C_{1,2}$, the interaction between $x_1$ and $x_3$ is evaluated by coefficient $C_{1,3}$ etc. Coefficient $C_{1,2,3}$ is determined using the sign combination, which has not been previously used.

\[
C_{1,2} = \frac{1}{4} y_{1+2}y_{1-3}y_{1-4}y_{1-5}y_{1-6}y_{1-7}y_{1-8}
\]

\[
C_{1,3} = \frac{1}{4} y_{1+3}y_{1-2}y_{1-4}y_{1-5}y_{1-6}y_{1-7}y_{1-8}
\]

\[
C_{1,4} = \frac{1}{4} y_{1+4}y_{1-2}y_{1-3}y_{1-5}y_{1-6}y_{1-7}y_{1-8}
\]

\[
C_{1,2,3} = \frac{1}{4} y_{1+2,3}y_{1-4}y_{1-5}y_{1-6}y_{1-7}y_{1-8}
\]

5 Conclusion

The sensitivity analysis is a diagnostic tool that can guide the model calibration and verification, support the prioritization of efforts for uncertainty reduction, or help with model-based decision-making [20, 21]. The described sensitivity analysis has its fundamental application to the study of subjective information described by the fuzzy numbers which can be elaborated using the general extension principle. The working out of the sensitivity analysis methods which make possible the study of higher order interaction effects, is, as the fuzzy analysis is concerned, always insufficient in comparison with stochastic approaches [2]. The advantage of fuzzy sensitivity analysis is the fact that the necessary number of combinations of endpoints of intervals is known in advance. Stochastic methods of sensitivity analysis require the application of high number of simulation runs. If the number of simulations runs is too low to cover the input space, the analysis may not provide reliable results. On the other hand, very high numbers of simulation runs can improve the result of sensitivity analysis only very little. These problems can be very significant when studying the complicated nonlinear computation models, very demanding on the CPU time. The sequence of sensitivity coefficients is the output of the sensitivity analysis. If we have in mind the global sensitivity analysis, there are pairs and groups of three, not only independent factors in the sequence of dominant influences. The sequence describes the order of input factors according to their relative influence on the model outputs. Commonly, it is used to improve our knowledge on the model for identification of dominant controls of the model behaviour.

Recently, the sensitivity analysis finds more and more significant application to the such scientific branches where it was used only sporadically before. The sensitivity analysis is, e.g., one of interesting directions of research concerning the fuzzy linear programming. The linear programming is a branch of optimization. It solves the problem of finding the minimum (and/or maximum) of linear function of $n$ variables on the set described by a system of nonlinear inequalities. The first work concentrated on the study and development of methods of sensitivity analysis of fuzzy problems of linear programming was [22]. The membership functions are basic fuzzy objective functions describing the uncertainty of membership of a numerical value into a set. Although there exist numerous types of membership functions, the most spread form of membership function is, in fuzzy linear programming, the linear form. The above described global fuzzy sensitivity analysis can be applied to problems which are solved using the linear programming. The intervals of values of linear fuzzy numbers are considered as parameters.
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